Syntax of a Progrwn
A program is built from a set "Nodes". Each node has successor and predecessor nodes :
n-succ, n-pred : Nodes+ 2 Nodesl (men-succ(n)) <=>(ne n-pred(m))
Hereafter, we note ISl the cardinality of a set S.
Jhen ]Sl = 1 so that S = {~we sometimes use S to denote x.
The node subsets "Entries"', "Assignments'!, "Tests", "Junctions"
and "Exits" partition the set Nodes.
An entry node (n c Entries) has no predecess... and one successor, ((n-nred(n) = @)"and "-'-(In-succ(n)l = l)).
An assi~nment node (n c Assignments) has one 3.2 Semantics o-f Pro$warns predecessor and one successor (on-pred(n)l =1) and (In-succ(n)l = l)). successors, ((ln-pred(n) I = 1) and (In-succ(n)l = 2)). The true and false successor nodes are respectively denoted n-succ-t(n) and n-succ-f(n):
n-succ-t, n-succ-f : Tests + Nodes I (Vn c Tests, n-succ(n) = {n-succ-t(n), n-succ-f(n)}) . (~n E Junctions,~m e n-pred(n), not(m q Junctions)).
An exit node n has one predecessor and no successor, ((in-pred(n)l = 1) and (n-succ(n) = 0)) 
The corresponding approximation sequence is : (1) CI =rl,
13
(2) C2 = c1 u C4 -[ , I is the null element of A. We take f is isotone, f is order-preserving or f is monotone to be synonymous and mean : 
